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This report is an executive summary
of the Global Insurtech Outlook
Insurtech Global Outlook 2019 presents an updated analysis of the investments, trends, challenges
and opportunities of this startup ecosystem within the insurance industry.
As in the two previous editions, the report provides a detailed analysis of the Insurers’ investments
and partnerships in the startup ecosystem, the techgiants projects and alliances impacting the insurance market and the relevance of exponential technologies on new business models emerging in
the insurance value chain and how value is being created through innovative products and differential
customer experiences.
In this, our third edition we are proud to also include a comprehensive view of Insurtechs' impact on in
the industry based on the results of a survey of 43 leading Insurers spanning more than 10 countries
in Europe, Asia Pacific and Latin America. These interviews provide first-hand insights from global
and local leaders across all lines of the insurance business enabling comparison between investment
analysis and trends and incumbents’ perceptions and actions taken to address the perceived
challenges presented by the Insurtech ecosystem.

Bruno Abril
Global Head, Insurance
everis

The Insurtech industry continues to grow
at the same time that exponential technologies are reshaping the insurance value
chain. Innovations are increasingly based on
business models where data is at the heart
of value proposition to enhance customer
experience. All insurance lines of business
are receiving benefit from these new
business models and, investments are
flowing into innovative startups that are
offering more personalised insurance
products and increasing effectiveness in
distribution and operations

The Insurtech Global Outlook is based on Sibyl, an NTTData platform, as well as
specialised public information. The survey has been supported by NTTData-everis
sponsors in each market to enrich local perspective and to conduct the interviews
with insurers.
We would like to thank all insurers for participating in this survey
and providing us with valuable industry insights.

Hisashi Matsunaga
Executive VP
Head of First Financial Sector
NTT Data
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The intelligent exploitation of data matters. Having
direct and instant access to customers is key to delivering exponential value creation as shown by the
high level of investments in startups based in Cloud &
mobile applications and the fast growing rate of investments in startups based on Artificial Intelligence.
New business models and applications are appearing
to transform the insurance industry. All insurance
lines of business are getting benefit from new value
propositions that uncover market niches, more personalised offerings and increased effectiveness in distribution through data aggregation and comparison
sites. The agility to transform customer problems into
opportunities through new business models is fundamental in order to continue being relevant in the market
Techgiants are eyeing innovation across the insurance
landscape, teaming with cross-industries and disruptive startups to create new ways to approach health insurance, working on autonomous cars and innovating
in insurance products and distribution, among others.
Techgiants have put data at the core of their offering
leveraging the use of Advanced Analytics and Artificial
Intelligence as well as their professionals' knowledge in
creating value for the insurance industry.
Insurers keep looking to collaborate with the startup ecosystem. From 2010 to 2018, insurers have

actively participated in the startup ecosystem in
different industrial sectors. Their current approach
is mainly based on collaboration with Insurtech firms
and Techgiants, both acting mainly as technological
suppliers while insurers offer sector knowledge and
extensive customer bases.
Innovations based on data and technology are reshaping the insurance value chain, facilitating simpler and
highly-tailored insurance products that are creating
opportunities to drive new strategies. Smart home products, autonomous vehicles, new easier and simpler life
and hyper-personalised health products among others,
are challenging Insurers to enhance their traditional value proposition. Insurers are partnering with Insurtechs to
address these challenges and tap into new opportunities.
Insurers face significant challenges and need to evolve into intelligent and open organisations in order to
remain relevant. New technologies are reshaping the business landscape and framing a new era
for every CEO that aims to succeed in a world of
hyper-accelerated disruption. A new style of leadership
aligning business strategy and technologies is required,
where exponential leaders orchestrate the organisation
to surf the waves of disruption and generate growth as
well as market competitiveness.
Insurance companies are on their way towards digital
transformation. The profile of the insurers participating
in our survey are mostly in middle levels of their digital transformation process. Respondents indicate that
“teams have been formed” and most of them “have
established a formalised digital strategy”, although,
they are “still not seeing a high impact on their business
results, coming from this digital transformation process”.
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Impact / relevance of exponential technologies for your company

Taking into account the following exponential technologies, please evaluate the impact / relevance for your
company (present and in 3 years)
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Insurtech industry continues to grow while it matures.
During 2016-2018, the Insurtech ecosystem received
total funds of $11.2 b more than doubling the $5.5 b received in 2010-2015 with less concentration of funds
and larger average deal size as business models with market traction are the ones receiving larger investments.

Insurtech continues to attract investors. In 2016-2018 period,
the sector received total funds of $ 11.2 b, more than doubling
the $ 5.5 b received in 2010-2015 with less concentration of
funds in startups and a larger average deal size

Total funding (US$b)

Insurtech industry continues to grow while it matures with new business models and applications that are
transforming the insurance industry
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Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

Insurtech companies have grown up. Late series have gained importance and more mature startups have
received significant backing from up from investors, whose expectations are that these startups’ solutions
could be ready to scale and start making profits.

Total funds information based on disclosed deals
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The continuous dynamism demonstrated
within Insurtech is in line with our survey
respondents’ perception, where a vast
majority believe Insurtech will have a huge
impact on their companies and on the
Insurance industry as a whole

Focusing on investments received by startups recently founded, new players are appearing in Health and
Life lines of business, most of them based on Cloud & Mobile Applications and Artificial Intelligence technologies, aiming at personalise their offerings or to aggregate data.
Seed and Business Angels capital is betting heavily in startups related to Life and Commercial lines of
business, also based on Artificial Intelligence and Cloud & Mobile Applications technologies.
In the last three years, the Health line of business has attracted large amounts of investments due to current
players attempting to expand into new territories in the USA and to adapt their models to Medicare advantage plans, and also due to Techgiants entering as strategic investors as a way to acquire complete data on
populations.

Adriana Acevedo
Partner, Insurance
everis

Total investments and top 3 funded startups by line of business 2016-2018
The vast majority of our survey respondents believes that Insurtech will have a high impact
both on their companies and on the insurance industry as a whole. In addition, 9 in 10
insurers believe that some part of their current business is at risk due to insurtech activities

Percentage of the insurance business at risk
due to Insurtech activities

In 3 years, what percentage of the insurance business
do you think could be at risk due to Insurtech activities?

How would you evaluate the relevance and
impact of the Insurtech ecosystem in the
insurance industry and your company?
In the insurance industry
Present

60%

In 3 years

30%

% of respondents

Health
(1)

40%

(2)

30%

In your company

Present

28%

20%

21-40%

41-60%

In 3 years

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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Cross(2)

Life results are affected by a megadeal (526,7 $m) of the Hamilton Insurance group that took place in the 2010-2015 period

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

72%

On the other hand, the fast growth rate of investments in the Auto line of business shows that investors
could be interested in startups focused on gaining personalised data for improving insurance offerings as well
as accelerating efforts to gather information for the autonomous car industry.

61-80% 81-100% No Risk

% of business at risk

3.5

Top 3 funded startups

Cross includes startups that support different business lines

10%

1-20%

% Var compared to
2010-2015

86%

50%

0%

2016-2018 Total
investments $b

Relevance and impact of the Insurtech ecosystem

70%
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Line of
business

Level of relevance/ impact: 5 “the highest relevance and impact” to 1 “Not relevant”
Level 1&2

Level 3

Level 4&5

The growing investments in the Commercial line of business are aimed at startups attempting to at capture niches
in the insurance market, solve pain points such as payments processes and to power key workflows using data.
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When it comes to technologies, the high investments going to startups
based on Cloud & Mobile Applications compared to those based on
other technologies, show that mobile solutions are enabling exponential business models creating value and attracting investors

Our survey results confirm perceptions on these market trends. Of the total
respondents, 90% and 95% believe that Health and Auto lines of business,
respectively, will be highly disrupted in the coming years. 60% of respondents
perceive a high level of disruption in the Commercial line of business; being
remarkable the change in perception from the present to the near future.

Insurtech investments evolution by technology $b (2010-2018) *
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Please qualify the level of disruption in each of the following insurance business lines
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2016-2018
Artificial Intelligence

Big Data & Backend

Internet of Things
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Blockchain

Internet of Things

Other

Blockchain

Other

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
59%

In 3 yearsIn 3
years

80%

95%

91%

The fast growth rate of investments experienced into Artificial Intelligence into the last three years, could
reveal the need to process and learn more from data in order to build personalised offerings, engage customers
and to achieve more efficient processes in all lines of business.

Level of disruption: 5 “the highest level of disruption” to 1 “No disruption”
Level 1&2

Level 3

Level 4&5
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Home

61%
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Auto
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Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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When analysing tecnologies by insurance lines of business, Artificial Intelligence is growing in all of them
while Cloud & Mobile Applications is also the most used technology in all lines.

According to our survey respondents, all technologies will have, in general,
a high impact on the insurance sector in the future. In line with market
trends, respondents believe Cloud & Big Data and Artificial Intelligence will
be the most relevant technologies in the coming years.

% of total deals in startups by related technology and Insurance business lines (2016-2018)
2016-2018
Life
Life

Impact / relevance of exponential technologies for your company

Home
Home

Taking into account the following exponential technologies, please evaluate the impact / relevance for your
company (present and in 3 years)
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Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

It seems that Artificial Intelligence aims at disrupting every insurance vertical, considering that the top
three startups based on this technology play in different lines of business while the top three startups based
on Cloud & Mobile Applications are all concentrated in Health.
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Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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Insurers are facing new business challenges
that require an evolution towards data-driven
and automated operations to boost both
internal efficiency and customer value

Insurance personalisation and Aggregators, platforms & comparators are the most used applications in all
lines of business, except in Commercial where Cybersecurity is the most used application as the perception of cyber risks augments.

Carlos Ordóñez
Director, Digital Insurance
everis

Even though some insurers already perceive a high relevance of most applications,
their impact is expected to increase in the following years. The most important applications
will be aggregators, platforms & comparison sites as well as advanced analytics,
marketing and cybersecurity

Relevance of Insurtech application areas in the insurance industry

Please evaluate the relevance of the following Insurtech application areas in the insurance industry (present
and in 3 years)
Aggregators, platforms & comparison
sites

Product personalization

Advanced analytics
Cybersecurity, fraud detection &
identity management
Risk management & analytics
Customer Services, advisory &
chatbots
Marketing and sales

PRESENT

17%

3 YEARS

17%

37%

3 YEARS

54%
5%

36%

24%

7%

2%

Level 4&5

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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gence for creating experiencesArtificial
and hyper-perIntelligence for
sonalized
products and
creating experiences
Ainomics
hyper-personalized products

17%

4.49
4,49
1.20
1,20

11.2
$$11,2b

1.45
1,45
1.93
1,93

Other: Tokenomics,
P2P, Everything as a
Service, Asset sharing

Other: tokenomics, P2P, Everything as a Service, Asset
sharing
Unlocking value thanks to the collaborative
economy, service customization and usage-based
payment
and through
Matchmakers
that offer interacting without an
platforms
that make
it easy
intermediary
third-party
Platform ecosystem
for members of different
groups to interact

/marketplaces

Platform ecosystem /marketplaces
Matchmakers that ofter platforms that make it easy
for members of different groups to interact
Data Monetization
Generating
revenue out
of data exploitation,
Generating
revenue
analysis
and insights
and insights

out
of data
explotation analysis
Data
monetization

67%
34%

20%

24%

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

78%

34%

PRESENT

0%

Level 3

33%

41%

PRESENT

17%

74%

26%

37%

24%

Relevance defined as applications changing the traditional insurance value chain where 5 refers to the “highest
relevance” and 1 refers to “Not relevant”
Level 1&2

37%

50%

2%

Fulfilling customer demands
On-demand
through the immediate
of goods
and services
demandsprovisioning
through the
immediate

1.13
1,13

On-demand

Fulfilling customer
provisioning of goods and services

46%

3 YEARS

3 YEARS

31%

Unlocking value thanks to the collaborative
economy, service customization and usage-based
payment and through interacting without an
intermediary third-party

Seamless physical and digital
experiences and creating value
by delivering excellence across
phygital
journey
& the
smart
things

Phygital
Seamless physical and digital experiences and
creating value by delivering excellence across the
phygital journey

86%

PRESENT

3 YEARS

33%

14%

2%

Phygital & smart
things

17%

76%

PRESENT
3 YEARS

29%

19%

PRESENT
3 YEARS

Insurtech investments by business models in $b (2016-2018)

46%
83%

PRESENT

Exponential technologies have enabled new and disruptive business models in
the insurance industry where data is at heart of the value proposition to fill the
needs of a new digital customer

29%
73%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Platforms & marketplaces has been creating exponential and continuous value through digital matchmaking of
offer and demand, as well as analysing and exploding large amounts of data.
In addition, as applications for Artificial Intelligence increase, a growing number of startups using Ainomics business model are creating impactful personalised services and products to transform profit exponentially.
Alternatively, startups leveraged on new technologies intend to create value by delivering physical
and digital experiences, guaranteeing transparency and trust in transactions and the immediate provision of
services, among others.
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Techgiants are leveraging on large amounts of data to develop
their own initiatives in the insurance landscape, partnering
with strategic insurance players and becoming relevant
investors in the insurtech landscape

According to the survey, insurers perceive that in the coming years the more relevant business
models for their companies will be Platform ecosystem / marketplace, On-Demand and Data
monetization. This is aligned with the investment trends of the market

Impact / relevance of exponential business models for your company

Taking into account the following exponential business models, please evaluate the impact/ relevance for your
company (present and in 3 years)

Unlocking value thanks to the
collaborative economy
Unlocking value thanks to the
collaborative economy

Asset sharing
Asset sharing

Generating revenue out of data
exploitation, analysis and insights
Generating revenue out of data
exploitation, analysis and insights

Data monetization
Data monetization

Everything as a service
Everything as a service
Platform ecosystem/
marketplace
Platform ecosystem/
marketplace
On-demand
On-demand

Service customization and usagebased payment
Service customization and usagebased payment
Matchmakers that offer
platforms that make it easy for
Matchmakers that offer
members of different groups to
platforms that make it easy for
interact
members of different groups to
interact
Fulfilling customer demands
through the immediate
Fulfilling customer demands
provisioning of goods and
through the immediate
services
provisioning of goods and
services
Creating exponential value
through interacting without an
Creating exponential value
intermediary third-party
through interacting without an
intermediary third-party

P2P
P2P

PRESENT

74%

PRESENT
3 YEARS

36%

3 YEARS

36%

PRESENT

74%

Level 3

Level 4&5

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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5%

21%

21%
44%

5%

21%

44%

58%

PRESENT
3 YEARS

23%

58%
18%

3 YEARS

23%

18%

37%

5%

37%
59%

5%

59%

PRESENT

76%

18%

5%

PRESENT
3 YEARS

26%

76%
21%

54%

18%

5%

3 YEARS

26%

21%

54%

PRESENT

63%

PRESENT
3 YEARS

18%

63%
13%

69%

3 YEARS

18%

13%

69%

Hetai Life Insurance

Insutech startups partnering techgigants

32%

5%

32%

5%

PRESENT

65%

32%

3%

PRESENT
3 YEARS

21%

65%
18%

61%

32%

3%

3 YEARS

21%

18%

61%

PRESENT

57%

P
EN
3 RYEESA
R ST

24%

3 Y E A R S 0%

24% 20%

57%22%

Relevance defined as new business models changing the market dynamics and the way of working in the insurance sector, where 5 refers to the “highest
relevance” and 1 refers to “Not relevant”
0%
20%
Relevance defined as new business models changing the market dynamics and the way of working in the insurance sector, where 5 refers to the “highest
relevance”
relevant”
Level 1&2 and 1 refers
Level 3to “Not Level
4&5
Level 1&2

21%

Techgiants and Insurance-Insurtech landscape

35%

8%

35%
54%

8%

22%40%

60%

54% 80%

100%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

Techgiants’ vast consumer knowledge and advanced technological capabilities, as well as a direct
relationship with billions of customers, represent significant competitive advantages to changing the
insurance market as it is known until now.
Techgiants are teaming with cross-industries and disruptive startups to create new ways to approach
health insurance, work around autonomous cars, and innovate in creating, selling and bundling insurance
products. They are aso reaching new markets and customer segments keeping at the same time their
customer-centric approach.
At present, insurers and techgiants are forming relevant alliances, even though it is not clear whether
techgiants could use their data and technological capabilities to exploit them in the long term to compete in the insurance arena.
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Main techgiants’ activities related to insurance industry
Main lines
of business

Representative
alliances/investments

Acquisitions/internal
developments

Strategic
focus
Amazon steps in the insurtech
industry could be directed to
increase revenues leveraging on
their technology, data and platform,
sell third-party insurance policies
and services
Alibaba is becoming a big data
conglomerate using advanced technologies like artificial intelligence
to exploit collected data to develop
the online insurance business
Apple’s Healthcare is an area
where could have a meaningful
impact leveraged on devices, software and data platforms, connecting its users’ health information
across third-party apps and into
clinical research projects

According to the survey respondents, all techgiants will be highly relevant to
the insurance industry in the coming years. The answers reveal that in general
Google and Amazon will be the techgiants leading the impact on Technology
and Distribution, respectively

Techgiants’ impact on key aspects of the insurance market over the next three years

How would you evaluate the impact of Techgiants in the insurance industry, according to their potential role in the
following key aspects of the insurance market over the next three years

Baidu efforts are directed to autonomous driving to find mobility solutions for most populated Chinese
cities in the next 10 years, using at
the same time their insights to facilitate designing and online selling
of new insurance products

Technology

27%

Distribution

26%

Mying

50%

18%

33%

Products
Technology

5%

Distribution

5% 10%

76%

19%

86%
36%

83%
65%

25%

10%

Products

20%

34%

34%

32%

0%

45%

19%

Technology 2% 14%
Distribution

20%

23%

58%

Products

Mying

45%

15%

40%

Distribution

30%

20%

50%

Technology

36%

28%

36%

Products

Wesure, the online insurance
platform for the 900 million user
of Wechat, is promoting tailored
insurance offerings on the basis of
individual needs while partnering
with more insurance companies to
diversify the platform’s offerings

48%

25%

28%

Distribution

26%

33%

41%

Technology

Google’s Healthcare unit Verily plans
to use its data platform to identify
best possible patient-centric health
strategies, aiming to improve healthcare outcomes at lower costs

59%

15%

Products

Facebook opened the gate to it
chatbot functionality on Messenger
giving Insurers the possibility of
reaching billions of users, increase
productivity and boost performance

54%

19%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Level of relevance/ impact: Level
5 “the
relevance5 and
impact”
to 1 “Not
of highest
relevance/impact:
is "highest
relevance"
andrelevant”
1 is "Not relevant"
Level 1&2

Level 3

Level 1&2

Level 4&5

Level 3

Level 4&5

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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Insurers are present as investors or allies in the most funded startups,
approaching innovation and backing new business models leveraged on new technologies
Between 2010 and 2018, insurance companies have invested in or partnered with 268 startups in the startup ecosystem in different sectors ranging from Insurance to Fintech and Healthcare, among others.

Insurers' investments in the startup ecosystem

18%

Insurers who participated in our survey expect that investments in the startup
ecosystem will continue to grow as well as their own investment, when there
is a commited budget to this landscape

Trend of private funds

Considering the growing sustained trend of private funds towards the Insurtech sector in the last years,
do you think this trend will increase, remain stable or decrease over the next 3 years?

29%
31%

5%

69%

268

6%

Increase

startups

Remain
stable

Decrease

4%
12%

12%

Budget to invest in the startup ecosystem

Assuming your company has a committed budget to invest in the startup ecosystem, do you think it will increase,
remain stable or decrease over the next 3 years?

12%

Insurance

Healthcare

Fintech

Software, Big Data
& Analytics

Cybersecurity

Construction &
Real Estate

Consumer Goods
& Services

Other (2)

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

(1) Considered under our research scope: includes startups founded from Jan. 2010 to Sept. 2018, excluding those startups founded in 2013 with less than $3m
and startups founded between 2014-2016 with less than $1.5m
(2) Other: Transportation & Logistics, Media & Advertising, Biotechnology, Retail & Fashion, Automotive, Employee Benefits and Education

33%
67%
Increase

Remain
stable

Decrease

Source: eNTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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All insurance lines of business are being challenged by new
business models: better customer retention, new revenue
streams and operational efficiency are some of the benefits
that make InsurTechs attractive partners for insurers

Our survey respondents believe, they are on their way towards digital
transformation; as teams have been formed and a formalised digital strategy
has been established. However, insurers are still not seeing a high impact on
their business results. Just 12% of respondents perceive that their efforts towards
digital transformation have already had an impact on their current results

Insurtech firms are disrupting each of the Insurance business lines while at the same time, attempting to
approach traditional insurers to access their extensive customer bases and tap regulatory issues as the key to
scaling their business.

Digital transformation maturity

How would you evaluate the degree of digital transformation maturity of your company according to the
following attributes?

Formalized digital strategy

Current level of business digital
transformation

33%

40%

26%

Collaboration with companies related to the
digital world

24%

48%

29%

0%

20%

12%

34%

54%

Current impact on business results

40%

Selected startups and insurers alliances

26%

24%

50%

KPI’s in place

Challenges / Opportunities

43%

29%

29%

Dedicated teams & budget

50%

29%

21%

Challenges & opportunities in each insurance line of business

60%

80%

100%

Level of maturity: 5 “the highest level of maturity” to 1 “Initial stages/Not defined”
Level 1&2

Level 3

Level 4&5

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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Following the global Insurtech trend, insurers’ investments in Insurtech during 2010 to 2018, are focused mainly
on firms based on Cloud & Mobile Applications technology. At the same time, their interest in Artificial Intelligence is growing at a fast rate.

While most of the insurers' investments in the Insurtech ecosystem go to mature startups, the majority of the survey participants show their preference to
investing in earlier stages, with the exception of companies in Latin America
where respondents prefer Series C-D

Insurers’ investments into Insurtechs based on IoT technology are focused on Home, Auto and Commercial, where
predictions based on real time events linked to individuals or specific assets could substantially improve their risk
assessment models.

Representative Insurtech startups invested by insurance companies, by main technologies
and business line (2016-2018)

Level of maturity
At what level / or levels of maturity does your company prefer to invest in a startup?

CLOUD
MOBILEAPPLICATIONS
APPLICATIONS
CLOUD & MOBILE

Total##startups
startups44
44(53%)
(53%)2016-2018
2016-2018Total
Totalfunding
funding$$1.9b
1.9b
Total

ARTIFICIAL INTEL

Total # startups 16 (19%) 2016-2

147%

48%

Seed Capital

55%

Initial Stages (Series
A-B)

34%

Scalability (Series
C-D)

14%

Consolidate established
business (Late-stages)

1068%

ARTIFICIAL
ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCE
INTELLIGENCE

CLOUD & MOBILE APPLICATIONS
Total # startups 44 (53%) 2016-2018 Total funding $ 1.9b

Total
# startups 16 (19%) 2016-2018 Total funding $ 0.8b
Total # startups 16 (19%) 2016-2018 Total funding $ 0.8
1068%

147%

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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There are numerous examples of new business models that are impacting the insurance industry and attracting
insurers’ interest. Those disruptive business models are solving different problems, pain points and enhancing
customer experience mainly based on exponential technologies.

The digitalisation of the insurance value chain is converging into
one critical task: the capture, management and analysis of information to create incremental value

Founded:2015
Founded:
2015

Life
insurance built
builttotobe
beinstant,
instant,simple,
simple,
Life insurance
and smart.
smart. Offers
Offers life
and
lifeinsurance
insuranceininaaeasy
easy
waybased
basedon
oninnovative
innovativetechnology
technology
way
Technologies:
Technologies:
• Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence
Business model:

Business
model:
• Platform
Ecosystem / Marketplace
Platform Ecosystem / Marketplace
Application:

Application:
• Aggregators, Platforms & Comparators
Aggregators, Platforms & Comparators
Total funding: $ 54.0 m
Latest investment: $ 10.0 m
Total
(May,funding:
2018) $ 54.0 m

Latest investment: $ 10.0 m
(May, 2018)

Digitalisation of the insurance value chain
Problem:
Young consumers who need life insurance find the
current system too expensive and time-consuming;
requires multiple in-person meetings, manual paperwork, and a waiting time of about six weeks for
coverage to take effect
Idea to solve the problem:
Redesign of the life insurance purchasing process with
an instant decision. Ladder is leveraging AI algorithms
that deliver an initial insurance quotation matching a
prospects profile and needs within seconds

Product design/
Development
o
o

On
/modular
On demand
demand / modular
insurance
insurance

IoT, Telematics,
Robotics,
open up
IoT, Telematics,
usage-based
Robotics, open up
insurance
usage-basedopportunities
insurance
based
on customer’s
opportunities
based on
behaviour

customer’s behaviour

o

º

New risks emerging
(cyber)
New risks

emerging (cyber)
o Social network

insurance groups

Social network
insurance groups

Marketing

Pricing/ Underwriting

o

o

of Big
Bigdata
data,
Use of
/
/analytics
identify
analytics
to to
identify
new
new
claim
drivers
claims drivers

Machine learning,
Data
collectedanalytic
through
science-risk
wearables
and real
sensors
models and
time
enable
the through
use of machine
analytics
wearables
and sensors
learning,
science-risk

analytic models and real
o Predictive / Prescriptive
time
analytics
underwriting
techniques based on
Predictive
/ Prescriptive
behavioural data

underwriting techniques
o based
AI/ cognitive
on behavioural data
computing to risk

assessment
increasing
Increase
automation
of
automation
risk
assessment using AI/
cognitive computing

o

Use
bigdata/analytics
Use of
of big
data/analytics
for micro marketfor
segmicro
market
mentation and increase
segmentation and
product personalization
increase product
personalization

Enabling a real customer
o Position
insurance as
centric approach

more customer centric

Increase frequency
of of
o Increase
frequency
customer interaction
customer
interaction

Policy/ claims
management

Distribution

o Customer
Customerpreferences
preferences

formulti
multichannel
channel
for
interacinteraction
allows a
trion
allows a personalised
personalized
experience
experience

o Digital
Digitalengagement
engagement
o

o

o

o

o

Automated and fully

Automated
and fully online
online buying
buying
experience
experience
Digital ecosystems

Changes
in the
incumchanging
theway
way
bent
insurers distribute
incumbent
firms
their
products
distribute
insurance
Scope for efficiency

Reduction
of the number
to reach customers,
of
agentsreduce
as efficiency
could
the increase
to reach
customers
number
of agents
substantially

o

o

Use
of Big
bigdata
data/
Use of
/ analytics
analytics
to reduce
to reduce fraud
and improfraud
and
improve
ve claims processes
claims processes

Self-service apps
to to
Self-service
apps
improve
customer
postimprove customer
postsales
sales
experience
experience
and allowand
custoallow
customer
mer interaction
during the
interaction
claims processduring the
claims process

Collection & Disbursement

o Instant
Instantand
and
secure
secure
pay-

payments
through
ments
through
blockchain,
blockchain,
bank APIs
bank
APIs and payment
and payment
platforms
platforms

o Immediate
Quick information
informationand

money
flow
and
money
flowand
withlower
lower
transaction
costs
transaction
costs

Improvement of of
costly
Improvement
costly
damage
valuation
damage valuation
through
through
AI modelsAI models
Text mining and
Text mining and docudocumentation
mentation processing
processing
for the for
automation
ofofcostly
the automation
costly
workflows
wokflows

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

Founded:2013

Health insurance company focused on technology and data to offer differential health
insurance products and services
Technology:
Cloud & Mobile Applications
Artificial Intelligence
Big Data
Business model:
Platform ecosystem
Application:
Insurance Personalization
Total funding: $1.3 b
Latest investment: $375.0m
(Aug, 2018)

Problem:
The access to health care services in USA is a hard
journey for customers. The industry has a lack of
transparency with confusing regulations, and a
technological infrastructure out of date
Idea to solve the problem:
Use smart digital technology to make everything
faster and easier for customers, and then use the data
gathered to build radically new services, which in turn,
can collect more data and lead to more innovation.

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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A dual perspective to combine technologies and business models
aligned with companies objectives, is a way of continuous value
generation to successfully compete in this new exponential era

Our survey shows that, insurers expect that all links of the insurance value
chain will be impacted by new technologies in the coming years; Distribution &
Relationship management and Claims are the links where respondents expect
the highest disruption

Insurtech relevance / impact on value chain

According to the traditional insurance value chain, please indicate the Insurtech impact / influence (present and in 3 years)
Distribution &
relationship
management

Product
development

19%

33%

Underwriting &
Risk Management

Policy Admin &
Renewals

19%

12%

Collection &
Disbursement

12%

Claims

20%

Present

Exponential technologies are creating efficiencies and supporting new revenue streams and business models in the
insurance industry. Startups are unbundling the value chain, showing the extent to which technologies accelerate
value creation.
At the same time, everything becomes connected across data centres, companies and customers’ mobile
devices; access to previously unavailable customer and organisational data sources is now turning into new
value propositions.
As a result, exponential technologies and data culture have become essential to elevate the customer and operational value that builds competitive advantage. Organisations need to connect such technologies and business models
in order to keep generating value.
The NTTData/everis exponential universe framework is based on value spheres that discover spaces where
initiatives can be developed through the differential impulse of exponential technologies.

In 3 years

74%

88%

71%

55%

67%

85%

Level of relevance/ impact: 5 “the highest impact” to 1 “Not at all”
Level 1&2

Level 3

Level 4&5

The exponential universe by everis/NTTData

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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A new era for every CEO that aims to succeed in a world of hyper accelerated disruption is in place, generating
challenges to address the changing rules of competition.

Challenges of an exponential CEO

‘‘
‘‘

Become
eXponential

Market

o Identify new opportunities

Disruptive completion is
reshaping every market, so
CEOs must capitalize this
challenging momentum by
identifying, creating and
delivering differential value

Business strategy

o Analyze where your
industry can harness
positive value

o Harness positive legacy

’’

o Understand Social
Paradigms

‘‘

Leading organizations are
leveraging on agile
management and the strategic
impact of technologies to
compete at the speed of the
new digital economy

’’

o Empower the organization
o Scale up Agile
o Foster internal innovation

Talent & Leadership

Orchestrate a digital agenda
to guarantee strategic
alignment becomes key in
order to integrate business
and technology

o Define your exponential
agenda
o Explore models for growth

’’

‘‘

As digital organizations are built
on digital talent, a talent strategy
where technology empowers
every individual becomes key

o Identify market synergies

Services & Experiences

‘‘

Become
eXponential

Organization

o Harness value creation
and business growth
o Think of personas
beyond customers

Build a customer strategy
leverages on exponential
technologies to guarantee
products, services and
experiences integrate
understanding of customer
behavior

o Guarantee the
strategic intent

’’

‘‘

Operations

’’

Rethink operations to boost
both internal efficiencies
and customer value, as
they are evolving towards
a networked model
technology-enabled

’’

Source: 9+1 Challenges of an eXponential CEO

o Elevate employee
experience
o Mind the millennial gap
and address workstyle
o Build a top global
leadership, high
performing team

o Adapt the organization to
the new technological
scenario
o Get fully involved within a
complex, accelerated
ecosystem

‘‘

Become
eXponential

AI Strategy

AI first organizations must
boost customer value,
operational excellence and
talent performance through
the orchestration of both AI
strategy and Data Culture

‘‘

Innovation

’’

User’s expectations have no
boundaries and demand
continuous innovation, so
organizations need to become in
first-class open ecosystems
designed to catch up with
business opportunities

‘‘

Society

A new leadership style that aligns business strategy and technologies is required, where leaders orchestrate the
organisation to surf the waves of disruption and generate growth as well as market competitiveness.

’’

Leading
corporations
Leading
corporations
areare
emphasizing
need
emphasizing
thethe
need
for to
have atoquadruple
bottom
companies
have a quadruple
line: creating
valuevalue
for sociebottom
line: creating
for
ty, shareholders,
society,
shareholders, customers
customers
and
employees
and
employees

’’

o Guarantee a sound
foundation for de AI First
organization

01

o Experiment, learn & scale

Start your

o Create your own Xcompany
o Promote transformations
towards an intelligent
organization

o Define your social
impact model
o Explore how
technology drives
social impact
o Build a plan for the
long run

Insurance companies in our survey believe that the highest priorities to evolve
into an open organisation are applying lean startup methodologies, agile and
learning capabilities and hiring and integrating new professional profiles

02

Start yourjourney
eXponential
eXponential journey

o Guide innovation
towards challenges

StrategicFocus:
Focus:Define
Definea aBusiness
businessStrategy
strategytoto proStrategic
vide a clear
direction.
Envision
transformation with
provide
a clear
direction.
Envision
transformation
withinternal
both external
both external and
impactsand
and,internal
the areas of
impacts,
areas of challenge
and
challengeand
andthe
opportunity
where to focus.
opportunity where to focus

Disruption: Both new entrants and traditional
Disruption:
Gain in depth
understanding of the
players
are reshaping
the competition
market and Gain
business
innovation
being shaped
landscape.
in depth
understanding
of by
eXponential
technologies.
Both newbeing
entrants and
the
market and
business innovation
shaped
by players
eXponential
technologies
traditional
are reshaping
the competition

landscape.

06

03

Involve the Involve
Organisation:
eXponentialeXponential
transforthe Organization:
transformation
requires
orchestrating
mation requires
orchestrating
the
organization.the
organization.
Leaders
enable
that
Leaders should
align the
talentshould
and culture
with
talent and culture are aligned with strategic
strategic
goals and initiatives. goals and initiatives

Show me the Value: Tech giants and disruptors
Show
me the Value:
Identify
the spheres
are
delivering
new value
on every
service,where your
experience
Identify thevalue. Tech
organizationand
mayinteraction.
generate differential
spheres
where
your organization
may
giants and
disruptors
are delivering
new value on
generate
differential
valueand interaction.
every service,
experience

Growth…
onDirection:
the Right Direction:
AccelerateAccelerate
Growth...
on
the Right
Select
Select the business & technology initiatives
the business
&
technology
initiatives
that truly
build
that truly build on strategic goals,
by assessing
on strategictheir
goals,
by assessing
their alignment,
scalaalignment,
scalability
and competitive
bility and competitive sustainability.
sustainability

05

04

Think
onon
Personas:
eXponential
Think
Personas:
generate aTechnologies
vision that goes
enable,
than ever,
vision thatvalue
goesfor
beyondmore
“customers”
andagenerates
beyond “customers” and generates value for
Personas.
Personas

Initiatives to evolve into an open innovation organisation

In order for your company to successfully evolve to an open innovation organisation, what would be most important
steps to be taken? Please evaluate the relevance of the following potential initiatives.
Development of design-centered
products & services

Application of lean startup
methodologies, agile and learn
capabilities

551%
1%

Reinforce build-measure-learn
processes

668%
8%

ISRUPTION

441%
1%

MapDisruption
Disruption
Map

Hire and integrate new
professional profiles

Business & technologies

FOCUS

Secure senior-commitment &
investments

Finally, it becomes key in this era of disruption to put talented teams to work on unlocking the value of exponential
technlogies and enabling the organisation to make it happen.

554%
4%

554%
4%

NLOCKS

Unlock
opportunity
Unlock
opportunity
Identify the business

Business
technologies
Identify
the business
and
in depth& research
to
and technology
spheres
inunveil
depththe
research
impacttoof global technology
where thespheres
organization
unveil
the
impact
of
where
the
organization
challenges and disruptive
may generate new
global challenges and
generate new and
competition and identify may
and
differential value,
disruptive competition
differential value,
market opportunity
leveraging on the expoand identify market
leveraging on the
nential model
opportunity
exponential model

&

OTENTIAL

EvaluatePotential
Potential
Evaluate
Evaluate the identified

Evaluate
theinitiatives
potential
potential
initiatives
identified
according
to their
according
to
a strategic
alignment, scalability,
model for alignment,
sustainable competiscalability, sustainable
tiveness and business
competitiveness and
synergies
business synergies.

EADS

PONENTIAL
- GROWTH

Select & Plan
use use
of Exponential
Business
Select & Plan
ExponentialPractical
Practical
of Exponential
Exponential
business
initiatives
Business Initiatives
Business initiatives
initiatives
Make
the organization
Enable
the organization
capable
of deploy
the
to deploy
the prioritized
identified
initiatives,
initiatives, identifying the
identifying resources
resources and the level of
involved and high level
investment involved
investment.

Document
both from
business
strategy
Document
both afrom
a business
and a
technology
strategy
and aapproach,
technologythe First
Practical
Use
of
the
exponential
initiatives
approach, the First Practical Use
that the organization is committed to
of the exponential initiatives that
launch

the organization is committed
to launch

Level of relevance: 5 refers to the “highest priority” and 1 refers to “Lowest priority”
Level 1&2

Level 3

Level 4&5

Source: NTTData/everis Insurtech Global Outlook 2019
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